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alfred f. lichtenstein …including alfred h. caspary, who assembled one of the finest collections of u.s. and
worldwide stamps and covers ever. following his death in 1955, caspary’s collection was sold in a series of
record-breaking sales by h.r. harmer. widely reported on by the mainstream media, the caspary sales set a
new high-water mark in ... the ‘besanÇon’ collection - amazon web services - the ‘besanÇon’ collection
retraces the history of australia through adhesive postage stamps and their use on mail from earliest
settlements in the 19th century, the founding of the commonwealth of australia cape of good hope
1853-1903 - provenance: collection alfred h. caspary, harmers, feb 1958, lot 251. collection maria de la
queillerie, harmers, may 1970, lot 38. collection sir henry tucker, harmers, nov 1979, lot 20. 1 64 2'000 (€
1'800) united states stamp treasures - siegelauctions - alfred h. caspary, h. r. harmer sale, 1/16-18/1956,
lot 525 (ward claimed that caspary bought this block in the 1917 worthington sale, lot 109; however, based on
the catalogue description, we question the b·n·a topics - 252 the alfred h. caspary b . n . a . collection lot 316
- $12,500 world record prices were paid for the classics of the fifth alfred the british west indian philatelist
- ejp home - bournemouth stamp auctions has put on sale the late "dr. h. malabre's" collection. however, the
most important item has not yet been auctioned, namely the 2d green used on piece. this rare stamp was
actually found in a waste paper basket. leonard gow 1859–1936 ship owner, philanthropist, and ... alfred h. caspary of new york purchased the greater part of gow’s collection of chinese porcelain in 1938 and
bequeathed more than four hundred pieces to the philadelphia museum of art as the alfred and margaret
caspary grinnell hawaiian missionary stamps - smithsonian institution - collection of the stamps. on
december 5, 1920, grinnell sold 43 of his stamps to john klemann, a new york-based stamp dealer, for
$65,000. klemann resold 16 of the best stamps for $75,000 to alfred h. caspary, a prominent new york
collector. ten days later, caspary told klemann he was convinced the stamps were fakes. klemann returned
caspary's money, flew back to los angeles and filed a ... pr auction returns 05-6-05-06 - vaccari - among
the most prestigious, lot 1330, 16 auction catalogues (1955-1958) “the alfred hspary collection”, knocked
down at euro 420.00 (base 250); lot 1332, “ferrari auktionen”, knocked down at euro 640.00 (base 150);
buenos aires t - stampauctionnetwork - one major collection of buenos aires. single stamps are the
overwhelming major- ity of the existing barquitos. these stamps were collected primarily by the great general
classic imperforate collectors, particularly alfred h. caspary and alfred f. lichtenstein. when these collections
were sold at auction in the 1958 caspary and 1970 dale-lichtenstein sales, the barquitos were acquired by
joseph ... the grinnell missionaries - mystic stamp company - alfred h. caspary, owner of one of the
greatest stamp collections in the world at that time, happened to be in john klemann’s office when poole’s
message arrived. author(s): david b. dunn source: taxon, vol. 9, no. 1 (jan ... - a rather warm discussion
of prop. h. (155 - bullock et ross, taxon 7: 258) for article 7 at the ixth international botanical congress at
montreal, canada, it seems appropriate to attempt to review some of the consequen- ces which would result
from the adoption of this proposal to delete neotypes, leaving only the descriptions as types when the original
material could no longer be found. i must ...
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